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Timor, an isolated island of one-million souls,
is struggling through a dynamic, formative

stage of its evolution, presenting to the world a
microcosm of the history of human livelihood
development. Observing Timor now, we can see
the history of human development writ large,
strikingly on display for all to see: from hunting
and gathering through to information services;
it’s all here on this little island.

In the pages of this calendar, you’ll see pho-
tos of people engaged in the most ancient of live-
lihoods: getting by with what they can find in
Nature, whether gathering honey and beeswax,

hunting wild boar and deer, or collecting sea life exposed by low tides. The rugged life builds charac-
ter, and Timor’s rural residents are tough to the bone, a toughness you can see in their sinewy muscles
and hard eyes of veterans and farmers alike. It’s not just the country-folk who live close to the earth,
everyone here, whether farmer or office worker, expresses a keen joy at finding something for noth-
ing: a choice mango or tangerine hanging within reach or a bat snared in a trap.

At the same time, we can observe the contemporary struggle of people to move from this hunting
and gathering culture to one of cultivation. This is nowhere more evident than in the efforts of farm-
ers. Until recently, rice was mostly grown by throwing out seed into trampled ground and fruit trees
were whatever happened to grow out of the trash heap. But now farmers are adapting techniques such
as grafting and improved rice cultivation that can more than double yields.

While Timor is recognized as a primarily rural and agrarian society, the information age has
come here in its own small way. Internet facilities are hardly wide-spread but the cell phone is ubiq-
uitous and so too are those who sell pre-paid phone cards along the side of the road. Restaurants, a
recent development here, having appeared only when Indonesia imported the idea in the 1970s, cater
to foreigners and locals alike, serving a rugged fare.

This natural process has had a major setback the last couple of years with the riots of early 2006
and the massive dislocation that followed. There are still houses sitting empty in Dili while refugees
living in tents are too afraid to return to their houses. In August 2007, a fresh round of violence hit the
eastern part of the island as political parties fought over positions in forming a new government. But
through all this, the Timorese people continue to show their admirable perseverance and stamina.
They wait, gather resources for survival or sale, and look to the future.
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Hunters, accompanied often by only their dogs, roam the countryside carry-
ing little more than their ‘dema’ or spear a prized possession used effectively
in pursuit of wild pig (above). The veterans of the twenty-four-year resistance
to Indonesia, have a proud, fierce demeanor on ready-display for important
days like those commemorating independence (above left). Experts from vari-
ous countries regularly visit Timor to train technicians with applicable skills—
such as pest management (below)—they can use to help farmers and others
improve their lot.
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Striving to maintain progress, the international community has responded to Timor’s latest crises
by enforcing peace and increasing aid. Whether specializing in keeping order or growing food, the
international donors work with local partners, hoping to bring alive a vision of a healthy, productive
future, more peaceful and equitable. When successful, this collaboration empowers locals with techni-
cal skills and organizational ability to take concrete steps toward such a future.

Progress is uneven, and it is anything but rapid—five years after independence, the police force
and army still rely on external management, and the framework for private market investment and
activity is unsupportive at best. It is hardly equitable, with those finding jobs with development agen-
cies earning many times the annual earning potential of the farmers they are trying to help. However,
the situation is dynamic and progress is possible. Timor is even making forays into the global market:
Timor-produced coffee is available in Starbucks and Timor-produced candlenut oil is marketed to the
international cosmetics industry.

The prospects for more success keep the internationals here and belief in the future keeps Timorese
engaged. Slowly, Timorese are finding a path forward into a more pro-active future where they deter-
mine their chances and design their own development. It is a memorable, challenging privilege, to be
of assistance in this process.

Livelihoods in Timor Loro Sa’e 2008 Calendar is the product of a collaboration between three of
us who have spent, collectively, the better part of eleven years working in various capacities to help
Timorese develop their country. I would like to thank both Mr. Heile and Jesse for contributions of
time and photographs, and the many extra hours Jesse spent collaborating on the calendar design and
photo selection. Again, as for the last four years, thanks are due to Bill Jones for his coordination on the
home-front, coordinating the shipping and sales of calendars to all the supporters. Thanks to their
generosity, we have this calendar and the scholarship fund.

Michael Jones, November 2007
Baucau, East Timor.

Government officials at the district level struggle, under conflicting demands and
expectations, to direct the development of their communities: the district develop-
ment officer from Manatuto engaged village leaders to inform the district develop-
ment plan (above). Empowered with solid technical knowledge and skills, exten-
sion agents are able to form productive partnerships with progressive farmers,
doubling land productivity (below). Timor’s communications industry is bumping
along fine, as indicated by the plethora of young men offering phone cards for sale
at all hours of the day and night in Dili.
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Market places: a reflection of subsistence

Farmers and their families consume most of what they grow: rice, veg
etables, fruit. However, farmers, especially their wives and children, some-

how find a way to offer their ad-hoc surplus for sale—in the formal markets
or along the roadside. Placed in heaps, tied in bunches, or measured in old
cooking-oil tins, the price follows the value of coins: a dime for a skewer of
dried betel nut, a half dollar for a bunch of garlic or onions, a dollar for a
pile of chayote or cassava roots. hh
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Valentines’ Day

Cockfights are daily and ubiquitous in Timor. I ran across
this particular cockpit quite by accident. I had planned

to tour the market next door, but the large crowd of cheer-
ing men grabbed my attention and drew me from the veggies
and in with the cocks. Cockfights are a boy’s club here and
all women, even the market ladies 10 feet away, are not
welcome. Boys are attracted to the rings as much by the
scene of their fathers, grandfathers, and older brothers drink-
ing, gambling, and cheering as much as by the spectacle of
the cocks. jw
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St. Patrick’s Day Vernal Equinox

Halo Natar:
Cultivating Rice

Rice is the preferred staple food for
almost all of Asia, and, for once,

Timor is no exception. It’s cause for riots
over supply, endless arguments in poli-
tics, and most farmers toil in their fields
achieving yield barely above subsistence.
mj
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Earth Day

In the rainy season or the dry season,
inland or by the sea, it seems almost

everyone is engaged in this prehistoric
practice intermittently throughout the
year. In the mountains where I was a vol-
unteer people would pick leaves from wild
trees or eat weeds at the height of the dry
season long after their crops had with-
ered. On the coast where I now live, low
tide is a virtual buffet of small fish, crus-
taceans and assorted sea life. jw
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The burning boat, reportedly loaded
with fuel, had been burning for six

hours. When I last saw the boat, nine
hours later, it was still flaming. At first,
crowds gathered to stare, but eventually
the massive conflagration was ignored by
firefighters, foreigners, fishermen, every-
one. I asked observers, who set the boat
on fire, and they said, unemployed people,
hardly narrowing it down. jw

Up in Smoke

Restoration of
Independence

Day (2002)
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St. Anthony’s Day

Summer

Policing St. Anthony’s

Manatuto’s biggest day and the boys
in blue work to keep the peace. The

police have had a hard time in Timor the
last couple of years—riots, internecine
fighting with the army, abdications—but
they were in good form for this day, keep-
ing the path open for the horses, and the
rocks away from the crowds. The tradi-
tional drum circle, tebe dai, was particu-
larly active (lower picture). A hot, but
good, day was had by all; a successful cel-
ebration. mj
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August 2008 I used to think my motorbike had a gypsy
curse on it because whenever I’d leave

the city it would invariably get a flat tire.
This was never a problem because in al-
most every town there’s always that one
guy who can fix your tire. His workspace
is usually a two- or three-sided shack and
skills are limited to lube jobs and tire
changes, but he is quick about it and he
can patch a torn tube without even taking
the wheel off the bike. All this for $1.50.
jw
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Referendum
Day (1999)

Home Building

While most locals prefer the cement-
block and tin-roof house, tradi-

tional materials gathered from the coun-
tryside still supply much of the home-
building outside of the capital.  Coconut
trunks make excellent timber, and sago
palm fronds form a ten-year roof. mj
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Eighty hooves churning the mud, forty,
yard-long-horns sparring for space,

ten tons of flesh forging back and forth:
Four small men sing songs, shout pleas,
and issue curses to keep the hooves all
moving together tilling the rice-field soil
in preparation for planting. It’s hard work
for Man and Buffalo, only undertaken
when food supply for both is ensured. mj
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Autumnal Equinox
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It takes only a few head of goats or sheep
to turn a fragile but fertile land into a

desert. In order to make a meager living
and increase one’s social status in a com-
munity, owners let these hardy animals
feed on every last shoot of grass or sprout-
ing seedling. What’s left by the animals
is burned at the end of the dry season.
The feeding and care necessary for con-
fining goats will continue to be a hard
sell as long as destructive free-ranging
is allowed. hh
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Veterans’ Day

When I was a Peace Corps volunteer
people would stop by my house and

ask who cooked for me. I told them no
one, I did it myself and they would either
gasp in amazement or laugh, because
cooking is women’s work. Unless there’s
money to be made at it. These men work
their massive grill to cook fish, shrimp
and squid all evening (about seven hours)
at one of the many restaurants along the
beach in Dili. After seven hours they will
have worked through a small forest of their
nation’s trees and whole schools of fish
will have been charred. jw

Kiss the Cook

Independence
Day (1975)

Santa Cruz
Massacre,

Remembrance
(1991)

All Saints Day

All Souls Day
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Day of Immacu-
late Conception Hero’s Day

Wild candlenut is collected and
cracked one-by-one, by old women

and young girls. Tons of the cracked nuts
are shipped to Indonesia where they are
valued as a tasty condiment. Recently, a
local businessman formed a partnership
with a U.S. firm and now East Timor sup-
plies the world cosmetics market with
‘kakui’ seed oil, long valued for its cura-
tive properties. mj

Kami—Candlenut
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Sra. Lina Maria Boavida
Memorial Scholarship Fund

Four years running, sales of the Timor Loro Sa’e calendar have supported young
women from Manatuto attending university in Dili. Through the adversities and

social fallout of the political crisis in 2006 and 2007, these women have stuck to
their purpose with admirable persistence and determination. The universities are
back open and the students are progressing well. In a recent chat the young women
expressed their thanks and appreciation, stating unequivocally: without the scholar-
ship, they wouldn’t be in school. Rosa, a mother of two young children, spoke for the
group, expressing her determination to get her degree and checking to make sure
we’ll support them all going forward. With successful sales this season, the fund will
have raised enough to cover the direct expenses of the current four students through
the end of their studies.

Like Michael, I used to be in the Peace Corps and in those days I lived in
the districts, but with a real job came a move into the city and now I call

Dili, the capital, home. I want my photos to reflect this, to reflect the sort of
Timor I see on a daily basis. I had two goals, one, to bring things unique to
Dili to the calendar and two, show under-represented aspects of people’s
daily lives here.

Our theme this year is livelihoods and although Dili has bank workers,
waitresses, taxi drivers and myriad other professions unique to the capital, a
photo of a secretary is boring. A bank teller? But though I didn’t quite real-
ize my goal in that area, I think I did get a few examples of under-repre-
sented daily activities. Cock fighting, boat burning, selling phone cards,
gathering money, fixing motorbikes, and cooking are—except for boat burn-
ing—normal activities for people in Dili.

Photographs tell stories, but the same photo will tell different stories to
different people. The emotional response we have to photographs shapes
those stories and if you live in Timor these images will tell entirely different
stories than if you have never been here.

It can’t be helped. We have included a bit of information along with
each photo, but it’s hardly much. Basically these photos stand before you
alone and unaided and we leave it to you to make what you will of the
photos.

However, please do not assume from one shot of a cockfight or one shot
of a boat burning that Timor is a violent or bloodthirsty or a particularly
cruel place. I have lived here for as long as I have because the people here
have, by and large, treated me very well.

I love Timor and when you love something, you do so with open eyes
and you try to understand. Boats and houses do get burned and animals do
get treated and used fairly cruelly here. Yet I would say these things are
products of harsh, unyielding environments (politically, economically, so-
cially, etc) rather than because of something innate in the people here.

But I am not going to try and justify or explain any of it here. Just bear
in mind my objective was never to show only the best, most harmonious
images from my home, but to show my home as it is and let it tell its own
stories.

Jesse Wright

© All work contained herein is copyrighted
all rights reserved by the respective photographer.

Please contact, umalemusan@gmail.com, for permissions.

Nina, the fund’s  volunteer treasurer, Josephina a candidate for next year, Tomasia, in
her second year, and Manuela, about to start her first year. The recipients occassionally
get together to swap stories and offer each other support.

November 2007, Dili, East Timor

For more information on the fund, on East Timor, or the authors, visit www.michael.tl.
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